GETTING TO THE LILY RESEARCH CENTRE BY DRIVING
From Jalan Bahar

1. Head south on Jln Bahar toward Nanyang Ave.
2. Take the 1st right onto Nanyang Ave.
3. At the roundabout, continue straight to stay on Nanyang Ave.
4. Turn right onto Faculty Avenue, and park your car in Car park F.

From there, walk for about 5 min to the LILY Centre:

1. From the car park, you should see building N4.1 – School of Materials Science and Engineering. LILY is hosted in block N4, the building located to the left of building N4.1.
2. Follow the covered pathway and climb the stairs to the roof of building N4.
3. Walk on the roof of N4. You will come across elevator N4-3, on your right. Do not take this elevator. Instead, keep walking.

4. A short distance after, you’ll come across elevators N4-1 and N4-2, on your right. If you reach a set of stairs at the end of the covered walkway, you have gone too far – walk back, and look for elevators on your left.

5. Take elevator N4-1 or N4-2 to Level B3.

6. Turn left when exiting the elevator, and then turn left immediately.

7. You are there!